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.,TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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Who Speaks ForGod?
Moslems claim they do and are ecumenical in their claim.
Moslems include Moses and Jesus among the seventy
spokesmen for Cod, although for them, only Muhammed
is the rasul, the seal of all these prophets.
o What does this mean for Jews?
o What does this mean for Christians?
¡ How do Moslems perceive Christian missions?
¡ For what reasons would Moslems unite in a jihad (holy
"war"), and for what reasons would they prefer peace?
o Would Moslems really want to ally themselves with

¡

Communists?
If so, what does that mean?

Cerrit J. tenZythoff

ANNO(INCING
THEANNUAL
MISSIONJOqRNAL
READERS'SEMINAR
Friday, June 19, 7:00 p.m.
DFW Airport, Amfac Hotel East, Sector 7
Theme: The World of Islam
Guest Speaker: Gerrit J. tenZythoff
Mission Journøl readers are a special
group of people and are bound together by a

common bond.
This is why Readers' Seminars
the one
occasion each year when readers-can share
in fellowship together
- are such important
occasions.
Because our readers are sensitive and
alert to the world around them, and because
of the critical importance of the Middle East
today, this year's Readers' Seminar focuses
on the vitally important world of Islam.
The speaker for the seminar is Dr. Gerrit J.
tenZythoff, a dynamic and widely soughtafter lecturer. Born in the Netherlands and

educated at the University of Utrecht, the
Oniversity of British Columbia, and the

University of Chicago, tenZythoff is
Chairman of a flourishing Department of

Religious Studies at Southwest Missouri
State University. He has traveled extensively

in the Moslem world, and participated this
Moslem/Christian
dialogue in Ceneva, Switzerland, sponsored

past summer in a

by the World Council of Churches.

We hope that many of our readers in the
and their friends

Dallas-Fort Worth area

will share with us -in this evening -of
exploration, stimulation, and fellowship.
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THE MEDIUM

AND THH I\/IEDIATOR"
By BRUCE EDWARDS, JR.

¡ñ listening and glimmering in our dimly-lit living with sounds and sights emanating from halfway
lLf ¡66¡¡, the box rests squarely in the center: no around the world or half a block away. This
viewpoint is obscured as

it fills our l0 x

14 cubicle

Brtrce Edwarcls, Jr., is a doctoral student in llnglislì at the University of
'fcxas and will bcgin teaching in the fall at Iìowling Green State Univcrsity,
Ohio.

electronic window provides access twenty-four hours
a day, every day of the year, to an endless series of
images, voices and events, Just this afternoon, with
John Davidson's help, I "met" Rita Moreno, Later,

ane J'ollows the increasingly slick productions of the Christian networks c¿nd
independent ministries, it is hard to see the 'sweøt as blood,' the vulgar railing,

"As

the vinegar offered in mockery, a sense o.f the su.ffering servant wht¡ died in
humiliation, identífuing with the poor and outcast. In their place are slogans and
demographics and a message which in ten steps, seven way6 nine days
guãrantees righteottsness, security snd victorious living" In place of the cross on
the back is the cross on one's sleeve. In pløce of the Lord of Glory is the celebrity
Jesus who makes "personal üppearanceg" promoting his latest paperbøck" The
irony here is explicit. The same dynamic J'ellows who will suggest that 'all oJ'us
are Chríst's ambassadors,' transform flirn intr¡ the dullest, most capitølistic kind
of demigod" The christian producer who simply plugs the gospel 'line' into
extsting Tl/ genres cün expeet no hetter and no worse 'cûnsumer response' thsn
that engendered lsy Chevrolet r¡r Genernl Nlills" A pliable, conveniemt Gospe{,
free oJ' sc{¿ndøl or the prospect af failure, c&m sdvance {}ûd üs ß symbol Jbr
something the public already uccepts øs vctlid: there is no hard decision to
græpple witk, no dernend tr¡ eçquiesee to, Anyone cßn ceme to Christ" ,*nd
there ís ø convenient toll-.fi'ee number besides. "
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Viewing TV Christianly
Roger Mudd accompanied me to West Point to
"share in" the joyous homecoming of the hostages.
Capping the week off, I "traveled" to New Orleans
to watch Jim Plunkett devastate the Philadelphia
Eagles. This thing, this appliance, this gizmo,
becomes H.G. Wells' ultimate space and time
machine; there are no limits to what it will allow me to
see, where it will allow me to go. I can move from
Saturn to Iran to the Astrodome in a matter of
seconds with a flip of the dial. Nothing could be
simpler.

But our relationship with the glowing box is not
that simple. And so problematic is it that efforts to
articulate the relationship or describe its effects on us
seem to require a new vocabulary. For when one
begins to scrutinize TV, the very concepts with which
we analyze almost everything else-form, content,
grammar, rhetoric, color, age-fail us because they
are tools derived from another, more linear model,
one more measurable and comfortable, namely, the
printed page. TV, however, has a language and
grammar all its own*and we "read" it much
differently than we do printed material, TV's "texts"
are not time-bound and do not consist of words
strung together in a coherent, chronological
narrative, but a montage of images, noises and
came[a angles, a cache of subliminal cues and codes
which olten circumvent our usual processes of
comprehension.

It is very nearly

I

impossible to tell the truth in
lelevision. . . " Putting it in simplest terrns, if I
write a novel, signed by my name, I am søying
lhese are my thoughts, these are my views, these

are my impressions and the response of the
reqder is according. If you set up a camera snd

take a film, that is not considered to

he

anybody's views: that is reality.

-Malcolm

Muggeridge

We tend to watch television uncritically, looking at
surface content, complaining-if we complain at
all-about its overt sensuality, its violence or sexism,
even its banality. Consequently, most campaigns

against

'IV focus on content; if the networks

I can't stomach, I can just call
the station, boycott the sponsor, or write my
congresswoman. That will take care of it. What we
need, the argument goes, is wholesome
broadcast something

programming, more "Little House on the Prairie,"
more "Donny and Marie." But the box is not a
window. I did not meet Rita Moreno, share in the
returning hostages' joy, or visit New Orleans f'or the
Super Bowl. I didn't leave my chair. I simply watched
a colorladen cathode ray tube flicker images of those
people, those events into my dimly-lit room. And
however much my imagination may have been
engaged during the moments I watched, I still did not
leave my chair.

Television, then, is not simply a visual radio whicil

tenders discrete packages of information or
entertainment; it is both less and more. It is less
because, únlike radio, it requires ncit only that I
listen, but also that I look, that I atfenel to the
medium itself, that I give over my eyes to the screen
which in turn disemboclies and transports mc into its
electronically conveyed milieu. It is more than radio
because its message is not only hearable words but a
marriage of sight and sound so interwoven that they
are virtually inextricable,
The late Marshall Mcluhan coined a phrase in the
early 1960's which has unfortunately become a cliche
Iong before its implications have been explored: the
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medium is the message. We cannot analyze and
interpret TV with the same methodology as we do
print media because, simply, TV won't stand still
long enough; everything happens at once. TV does
not just bear a message, it ls one. Another way of
putting it is to say that TV appears to be utterly
immediate, that is, without an intervening medium
which conveys meaning. Nothing seemingly stands
between you and the event you are witnessing; as the
old TV show proclaimed, "you are there." No one,
on the other hand, would mistake reading about the
hostages' return with actually seeing it-the
experience and frame of reference for processing the
information are different.
We sometimes laud our favorable authors with the
accolade that they enable us to "see" through their
words, but on reflection we realize we are being
euphemistic. Words, black and white on the page,
are not the things themselves; they instead stand for
the things we're "seeing." But the box suffers no
such barrier; we are seeing not words but people, not
print but events. In short, we see apparent "reality."
But it is not reality. The descriptions we use for the
act of watching television-((ssaint,tr "witnessing,"
"participating"-are just as euphemistic as those we
use for print media. When we say we just saw "real
events" on TV, what we really mean is that we
watched miniaturized reproductions of events which
happened not "before our eyes," but distances
away. Even when our evolving technology provides
us with "life-size" figures, we still won't be
witnessing "reality," no matter how strong the
impulse may be to claim it,
Televised "reality" is still a mediated one,
although the mediating technology is behind the
scenes and below the surface. But television's
mythical immediacy, its professed ability to "take
us" somewhere, is its most insidious component,
confounding our understanding of its impact on our
lives. After all, it is difficult not to receive TV images
as "the real thing," to accept the televised version of
an evcnt as, in some scnse, "more real" than the
actual occurrence. Television so alters our
consciousness of ourselves and our world that it
encroaches upon our personal sense of what is real,
definite, solid, We tacitly accept televised "reality"
as equivalent to the one outside our door.

II
Day in and day out, the daily press does
nothing buf delude men with the supreme
axiom of this lie, thqt numbers are decísive'
Christianity, on lhe other hand, is based on the

thought thut the truth lies

in lhe single

individual.

-Soren
6

Kierkegaard

Disappointingly,

I find

myself concluding that

Christians, as they too often do in the 20th century,
seem to be asking the wrong questions. I sympathize

with the concerned among Churches of Christ anc'l
national coalitions like Morality in Media in their
protest against anti-famiìy, overtly-sexual, patently
secularist programmiug. But they may be looking out
the wrong end of the telescope. Their well-meaning
vociferousness and righteous indignation serve to

camouflage what may be an even greater threat to the
kind of moral and humanitarian lives they uphold:
the pervasive influence of the medium itself as a

levelling, desensitizing ideology apart from its
surface "content." It is not just that TV portrays this
or that undesirable role model, but that television
itself ¡s a lifestyle, a culture, a religion, more

povrerful and perfidious than is even imagined. The
response of contemporary churches to TV might be
compared to a parent who comes across her child
playing with a hand grenade. Fearful that the child
might "get dirty" playing with the grenade, she
hastens to snatch it from the child, returning it to him
afTer it has been "cleaned up. "
These are alarmist invectives, granted. But the
preoccupation of many religious groups and family
lobbies with surface contenl. and the naive notion
that the "problem" of television may be solved by
substituting more "wholesome programming"
demand the strongest possible reevaluation. To
understand television, one must turn it, as it were,
inside out, The "content" or "message" of TV øs
lifestyle is not primarily the soaps or the game shows,
the news or the World Series; these are the ribbons
and pretty paper on the package. What is really
"inside" TV is basically this: wqtch. TV as a culture,

as religion, as ideology, has one law,
commandment: watch. Watch and

do not

one

speak.

Watch and do not act. Watch and remain still,
placid, passive. Wateh: unself-consciously, docilely,
imperturbably. Watch: losing yourself in the
mediatecl world, ignoring your own. Watch:
shrinking your attention span further, accepting
televised reality in lieu of your own sense
perceptions. Watch: substituting the abstract for the
concrete, the ethereal for the tangible, the illusory for
the actual. The very immediacy of which television
boasts trecomes a proxy, a rival for real intirnacy and
true relationships.
"lhe reader shoulcl understand at this point that
this is not an elitist or high-brow argument against

television*the kind which typically laments the
vacuity of extant programming and longs for more
"culture" for the "unwashed masses" as represented
in the usual PBS fare. Such a stance cotrtributes to
the problem, again camouflaging the real dangers.
Neither is it a philistine argument for the elimination
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of television, an electronic equivalent to bookburning. The fact is, TV will not go away; it
influences us even when the box is turned off. Our
task becomes not one of finding ways to rid ourselves
of TV-still less, of ways to redeem it; instead we
must discover how to service it as Christians, as
human persons made in Gocl's image, Television as

1981

attention and close observation.
Still, I would not want to exempt print or other
media. As Mcluhan and others have demonstrated,
the printing press has irrevocably changed human

society. Books and newspapers have an enormous
capacity for moving and manipulating us, changing
our perception of the world. But again, no reader will

washing machines cannot take over a household or
prescribe an alternate reality. But television by its

ever-except in obviously aberrant cases-mistake
the processing of printed information for reality,
though we may all "get lost" in a wordly world

TV as culture, as religion, as ideology, has
one law, one commandment: watch. þl/atch
and do not speak. Wstch and do not øct.
Watch and remuin stíll, placid, püssive.
Watch: unself-consciously, docílely,
imperturbably. Watch: losing yourself in the
*tdtrttd -"rld, tg

sometimes. I-ikewise, no matter how captivating, no
record, radio symphony or movie will fashion a rival,
alternative world which can compete with the one
flowing out into our living rooms incessantly, day
after day. V/hen I put down my $4.00 and willfully
place myself in a darkend room for two hours, the
line between a suspended reality and one played out
on the silver screen is explicitly drawn. Television
alone has evolved as a communication medium
formidable and plausible enough to displace what
one might call "real life." It alone can create the
illusion of immediacy so skillfully.

appliance, as

"gizmo" is one thing; toasters and

very natrlre cannot be conceptualized as a mere
''appliance, '' It is simply too powerful, too
mesmerizing a force for most of us to deal with on

If the box is broken, we have a felt
of deprivation, as if some essential component
of living were taken from us. TV has become for us
the thing level.

sense

the extra house-guest, the company-keeper, the baby
sitter who doesn't even need us to turn itself off; it
can eveu record itself while we are physically absent,
thus further ingratiating itself into our routine.
If the futurologists (themselves a species of social

by the television age) are
right, the influence of television will not only
scientist made possible

diminish, but will increase drarnatically as we face
the end of the 20th century. Meshing with cable and
computer technology, the box will become bigger,
more sophisticated and more versatile and
consequently, an even more indispensible part of our
lives. In this impending brave new world, TV will not
just be a source of information or entertainment, but
will evolve into our link with the outside world: an inhouse shopping eenter', library, work site, school,
even-must we point it out?-church. The possibility
of such a solipsistic existence is not only likely, but
inevitable. The meclium is the message and the
message, from this side of the 20th century, is
madness.

But surely, someone may argue, this Orwellian
rhetoric ignores the fact that all rnedia are neutral,
that it is their use that becomes good or evil; besides,
a democratic society is well able to assimilate TV into

its culture just as it has print media, radio,

the

phonograph and taiking pictures, biending them
discreetly as a natural developmeut. My reply would
be that television is unlike any meclia phenomenon
that the planet has witnessed and deserves special

III
The news we have to tell is no longer so very
new now, It hos been honging around history
for severol centuries. And while we slill moy
believe in the goodness of the Good News, we

have lost our faith in its newsworthiness, its
power lo slartle, to surprise, to fake off guard.
Jusl as we have been deceived into drawing a

focile parallel between Christian leaders qnd
business executives, we have assumed that all
information is of the same order and can be
communicated in the same wqvs.

-Viíginiø

Stem Owens

The question looms, if this be true, what can be
done? The answer is nothing. That is, there is
nothing we can do to prevent this inevitable
apotheosis of television. It is already the New
Idolatry. As French sociologist/theologian, Jacques
Ellul, has forcefully argued in his difficult but
rewarding analyses, The Technological Society and
The Technolog,ical System, "la technique," the utter
technologization of 20tlt century man, is
impenetrable, unstoppable, irredeemable. Its fallout
is depersonalization, disorientation of the self and
increasing dependency on technology for our daily
bread. Television is but one head of a technological
hydra whose tentacles reach further and grasp more
firmly each year. Its eharaeteristic is to change the
artificial into the natural, the simple into the
simplistic, the optional into the essential. Debunked
anel demythologized, twentieth century society has
allowed television as ideology to fill the vacuum.

MI,SSION JOUlìNAI,

The only maneuver or strategy the Christian
is the one Paul employed as he facecl
rampant idolatry in Athens: refuse to join in the
muzak of contemporary culture which debilitates
mankind and robs it of humanity and personhood.
Paul's response to Athenian decadence was not the
producing of refutation manuals for each cult or
ideology, but a bold proclamation of the true and
Iiving God revealed in Jesus Christ. The Mediator
possesses

whom Paul set forth redeemed men and women from
sin and meaninglessness, offering a true alternative
to their empty lives of poverty ancl powerlessness.
Modern Christians must manifest by their lives that

the alternative to futility is not a retreat into an
electronically simulated reality, but new life in a
crucil'ied and risen savior.
The most depressing aspect of this scenario is the
role which the modern church seems to be intent on
playing. It is evident that mainline evangelicalism, as
well as many Churches of Christ, see television as the
"blessed hope" which will enable them, in the words
of one promotional brochure, "to finally carry out.
the Great Commission." The line between being in
but not of the world has never been so perilously

it has in the past decade with the
rediscovery of television-once conceded as a sata¡ric
blurred as

stronghold. Christian programming has gravitated
from talking heads and televised church services to
prime-time extravaganzas closely patterned on extant
network genres.
The hour is coming and now is when the Christian
versions of the talk show, the soap opera, the news,

the children's romp, the series drama and

the

situation comedy unfold on our box. But something
remarkable is being overlooked in the sudden bolt to
media maturity and "state-of-the-art" TV hardware,

something inherent in the way the TV viewer
negotiates what s,/he sees orì the l9 inch diagonal
screen. \ùy'here angels fear 1.o 1.read, Christian
programmers have rushed in: a society used to
watching what it "means" to be a policeman or a
black or a woman or a jclck or an adolescent is now
being asked, for the first time on'TV, to view what it
means to be a "Christian. " Disciplesirip is now being
engaged in terms of its entertaínment value; viewers
are being asked to gauge the meaningfulness of the
gospel and the "Christian lifestyle" (whatever that
rnay be) by the same terms with which they respond
to Johnny Carson or Mary Tyler Moore,
Everyone in America has a car, a home, a TV, a
brand of toothpaste, a producl which provides
sitiz-ens '"vith an instant rapport and solidarity vrith
others in their cathocle society. Now everyone can
"have" a church the way other consumers have
favorite tomato pastes or private eyes or anchormen.
'llre American as cotlsutner, formerly untapped as a
B

resource for evangelization and used to the gramrnar

of television viewing, can be reached for Christ by
the same techniques which sell Oxydol on the other
stations. Yes, well-meaning religionists have been

selling dashboard Jesuses and God-loves-you
ballpoints for a long time-but not in my living
room, not opposite Monday Night Football or the
Dukes of Hazzard. Juxtaposing the traditional
Christian message with the names of commercial
products and speaking baldly of technique and

"In this impending brave new world, TV
wíll not just be a source of information or
entertainment, but will evolve ínto our link

wíth the outside world: øn in-house
shopping center, líbrary, work site, school,
church."
even
must H)e point it out?

-

-

packaging seems crass and exaggerated when it
appears in print. But can its effect be less jarring
when it appears in our dimly-lit rooms?
As one follows the increasingly slick productions

of the Christian networks artd
ministries, it is hard to

see

independent

the "sweat as blood," the

vulgar railing, the vinegar offered in mockery, a
sense of the suffering servant who died in
humiliation, identifying with the poor and outcast.
In their place are slogans and demographics and a
message which in ten steps, seven ways, nine days
guarantees righteousness, security and victorious
living. In place of the cross on the back is the cross on
one's sleeve. In place of the Lord of Glory is the
celebrity Jesus who makes "personal appearances,"
promoting his latest paperback. The irony here is
explicit. The sanle dynamic fellows who will suggest
that "all of us are Christ's ambassadors," transform
Him into the dullest, most Çapitalistic kincl of
demigod. The Christian producer who simply plugs
the gospel "line" into existing TV genres can expect
no better and no worse "eonsumer response" than
that engendered by Chevrolet or General Mills. A
pliable, convenient gclspel, free of scandal or the
prospect of failure , can ac'lvance God as a symbol for
something the pu[rlic already accepts as valid: there is
no hard decision to grapple with, no demand io
acquiesce lo, Anyone can come to Christ. And there
is a convenient toll-l'ree number besides.

Instead

of

capturing the medium

for Christ,

it

seems that many are simply surrendering Christ to

the medium. By deferring the church's mission to
television, modern Christians further galvanize and
streamline television ideology in the minds of
viewers. Again, it is difficult to get past the illusion
of television's unmediated reality in order to even
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talk about the essential differences between "real kiss, voices raised in song, bodies bent in prayer-a
physical spirituality which calls for participation.
Iife" and what the box tenders.
Surely you're not saying, the reader may query, The church's ministry of reconciliation demands
that the gospel cannot be preached via TV! No, I am flesh and blood; its being salt, light and leaven
not saying that, yet-but I am saying that the kind of require it to leave the safe confines of the living room
concessions involved in pruning the message so that
it is "readable" in television terms, make the
attempt at best risky and at worst uusavory. At the

and the pew to follow Him outside the gate, beyond
the antennas and cables.

If

to

communicated that is more than just talk, more than
just glibness. At the heart of the gospel is something
that must be lived, in full view of others, as James
would tell us. Modern discipleship is already too

survive television and to
of the kingdom, they
must be willing to live self-consciously and
anachronistically. This anachronistic way of living
must confront and defuse the commonplace attitudes
which telcvision breeds: the encouragement of
quietism and homogenization, the familiarization of
the most radical kinds of ideas and behavior, making

anomalous because there is no true ekklesia involved;
God calls mankind to a place, not a tube. And this

them palatable to the mass viewing audience.
The televised good news dissolves, as Walker Percy
says, "into the weariest canned spot annoutrcement
. . . more commonplace than the Exxon commercial"

heart of the gospel there is something to

be

spectatorish, too here-let-me-write-you-a-check
oriented to bear up under the strains of the 20th
century. The very term "electronic church" is

place is

a place of

healing and redemption, of

warmth and acceptance-qualities which, if
depersonalized by any intermediary, cease to exist.
The New Testament doctrine of incarnation should
be a strong antidote to this new docetism within the

church. Jesus Christ, "very God of very God," took
upon himself human flesh and here on this earthy
earth, slept and drank, coughed and spit, kissed and
ate, sweated and died. Real blood flowed in his veins.
There was about him what Frederick Buechner calls
the "clack-clack" of tangible, solid existence. What

we, with Thomas, find left as reminders of his
presence are just as touchable and tasteable: a

Christians are

continue their proclamation

so that we might just as well be shouting "Exxon!
Exxon!" for all any viewer pays attention.
TV is, of course, not the only social force capable

of doing this, but certainly it is the most pervasive.
Chastened by this realization, the Christian must
undergo some agonizing self analysis, demonstrating

an unwillingness to view the electronic revolution
mistaking mere patter for the
simplistically
- never
gospel, nor the
medium for the Mediator. The
alternative is to be swallowed up by principalities and
powers with delusions far more devious than those
4ll$Klf\
Paul could have imagined in liis day.

dunking in water, an eating of bread and wine, a holy

AN TMPORTANT MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

Many of our readers have discovered that ll4issíon Journal makes a
wonderful basis for discussion-type Bible classes and study groups.
So we are making special, six-months subscriptions available to groups
of six persons or more at 85 per person.
The only stipulation: subscriptions must be submitted in a group list.
Or, if you wont your group to sample the Jaurnal first, send us names
and øddresses oÍ class memhers, stipulating "sømple," and we will send a
trial issue to each person.
Either way, you willfind that Mission Journal can give focus snd depth
to your discussions and mutualexplorations"
Give it tr try.
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LISTËN
HEAR!
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"Out of hundreds of øcquaintønces, most of us can count on one hand the
ones who hear us out, understønd our innermost feelings, and reløte 'deep
unto deep.'

"

By WAYNEWILLIS
A wise old owl sat in an oak,
The more l-re heard the less he spoke;
The less he spoke the more he heard.

Why aren't we all like that wise old bird?

- Mother Goose
6 6Ir istening," a less-than-flashy, hardly
I: glamoroì¡s or coveted human aetivity, has in

our day catapulted into its own as an act of the
highest order, greatly to be desired. Volunteers in
service organizations like CanSurmount and Hospice
now receive training in "active listening." Articles in

the popular magazines at the grocery check-out
stands stress the importance of being a good listener.
Waync Willis
[-ouisville , Ky,
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is a
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ch:rplain:rt Norton-Chiìdren's ì:lospitals,

Whether practiced between husband and wife,
employer and employee, parent and child, or in any
other significant relationship, suddenly listening is
t tin.
"

I love to find a good listener. Give me rope and I'll
go on ad nauseom. Show me you care and I'll reveal

myself to the bone. How rare indeed to have someone
not simply to keep quiet and allow us to talk, though
that is refreshing, but really to stay with our line of
tliought and "catch our drift." Out of hundreds of
acquaintances, most of us can count on one hand the

ones who hear us out, understand our innermost
feelings, and relate "deep unto deep."
When our firstborn son was five years old he was
diagnosed to have amblyopia, "lazy eye," Vy'e were
told among other things that vision in the weak eye
was so bad (201100) that he would have to wear a
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patch for a year ancl strong prescription glasses fot"
life and even then might not see well enough ever to
obtain a driver's license. Facing oul biggest blow in
five years of parenting, my wile and I were several
days in shock, tears, depression, and anxiety as we
contemplated rearing a handicapped child. In our
several days of hard grief we came in contact with
half a dozen of our best friends. With them we, for
the first time, took the customary "How are you?"
or "What's new?" as opportunity to unburden.
The lirst friend we tolcl responded, "Oh, that's
nothing. We knew a child who had the same thing
and did fine." She then proceeded to describe her
own child's problem (which, in all fairness to her,
was mole serious than amblyopia).
On the same day as the diagnosis, another friend

phoned us out of her need to complain about her
husband's moodiness. At the first opening, some
quarter hour into the conversation, my wife blurted
out to her our own upsetness. The sole response
forthcoming was one "I'm sorry"
- no questions
and no followup inquiry the next several times we
saw her. Apparently her own life was so cluttered
with concerns that it was not possible for her at that
time to hear our hurt. She "listened," passively, but

if

she heard us her empathy was not communicated.

A third person offered advice of the "positive
thinking" variety: "Oh, I'm sure it will all work out
fine. It's probably not as bad as you think. I'm sure
you'll f ind out that the physician made a mistake and
it's not all that bad." One thing her optimism
inadvertently conveyed to us was that she could not
understand or accept our distress,

A fourth friend, totally

unawâre that we were
plumbing the depths, called and talked for over an

"Nothíng is of greater ímportance, more
grat¡Jying und warming, thøn to know someone else understãnds how we feel" "
hour about a personal pl-oblem, and then as she
prepared to sign off politely (and insincerely, or so it
flelt) added, "All we've done is talk about me. How
are things with you?"

Two of our friends did come through for us. Tl"rey
all the tirne to talk we wanted, let us cry

gave us

without trying to cheer us up, ancl helped us
- by
raising questions, reflecting back to us what they
to
heard, and making a helpful suggestion or two
process the whole thing. Both, incidentally,- had
previously leaned on us f'or help in their hour of
stress, and thus were highly motivated to serve us
well.

All of our potential comforters, I believe, cared for
us. AII meânt well and served us as best they could at
that given moment. But lour of the six were either

too preoccupied with their own issues to concentrate
on our concerns for a moment, or they were simply
unskilled in the art of listening and didn't know ftow
to serve us better. This experience, I might add, gave
us occasion to ponder how many times we may have
failed friends when they reached out to us, needing
Iittle more than a sympathetic ear,
Different Levels

We all listen, but at different levels and with
differing degrees of accuracy and el'fectiveness. Is
not this what the prophet meant when he said about
his people's lack of insight, "Having ears to heal,
they do not hear (understand); having eyes to see,
they do not see (perceive)"? It may be helpl'ul to
think ol'listening to anotl.rer human being as always
occurring on at least one of I'our levels.
l. The first and most primitive level is the level of
sound. This is the listening level of a wild animal
hearing a human speak. It hears only noise. The
words and their meaning escape the animal. The
same is true when one listens to someone speaking a
it's all so much unintelligible
foreign language
clal t cr

-

.

2. A vastly superior kind of hearing is the word
level. This level might be represented by a parrot or a
tape recorder, in that the noise is accurately
apprehended and can be regurgitated in tiny units of
language we call "words." Imagine a father in his
easy chair watching the football game while his wife
is trying unsuccessfully to break in and send him a
message or get a response from him. Finally in
frustration she barks, "You're not listening to a
word I'm saying!" At which he recites verbatirn the
last sentence or two she has spoken, "I am so
." Parrot style! No
listening.You said
comprehension. No real meeting of minds or hearts.
An accurate replaying of words, but hardly an
engaging of the issue.
3, The rationality of homo sapiens accounts lor
the third level of hearing, namely, the ability to
understand the idea another person expresses. On
this level not only are words correctly received, but
their meaníng is perceived. "l get it!" we say when
the light bulb comes on in our minds and we
understand.
There is one technique available to us that enables
us to know whether we have accurately understoorl
the message another sends us. We can check out what
we have heard by paraphrasing it back: "Let's see if I
"; or,
heard you right. What I hearcl you say is
o'lf I understand you correctly, you're saying . . . . "

Such paraphrasing serves two purposes. It

a caring,

eonscientious desire to
the same time, it gives the speaker
opportunity to let us know how carefuily we have
communicates
understand.

At

il
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listened. The alternative is to assume we know what
is in the speaker's mind, an act of divination that is
fraught with many dangers. As one sage put it,
"When you ass/u/me, you run the risk of making an
'ass'of 'u'and'me.' " How important to check out
for accuracy what we think we hear!
4. The fourth level of hearing makes intimacy

possible. 'fhis is the feeling level, where two
individuals move from the head level to the heart
level and communicate "soul to soul." Here one
"There are Jew thíngs the church needs more
than members who take seriously their call
to serve as priests who can hear the heartsounds of each other."
hears not only what the other person is saying but the
emotion in which the message is couched, the feeling
that motivates tlre expression. We are creatures who
feel as well as think. We need people who can reason
with us and keep up with our thought processes, but
nothing is of greater importance, more gratifying and
warming, than to know that someone else truly
understands how we feel.
How do you convey to another person that you
understand how he feels? Actions sometimes speak
louder than words. Body language
a look, a touch
frequently communicates more -empathy than the
- eloquently put words. Silence sometimes speaks
most
louder than words. Recognizing that some
experiences cif life are "beyond words" can lead us to
keep our mouths shut at such moments, to refrain
from speaking the trite cliche, and move us to "be"
symbiotically with another in his ultimate moment.

Listening With the Heart
But let's not denigrate the power of the word, fitly
spoken, to communicate warmth and empathy. Such
"listening with the heart" is a three-part transaction.
First, one zeroes in on the mood of the speaker as it is
revealed in his words, voice inflection, and facial
expression. "Listening with the heart" goes beyond

content and listens for the emotional state frorn
which the words and thoughts are generated. Second,

in his own mind he labels the feeling underlying the
words
- frustration, concern, coptentment, anger,
despair, love, as the case may beÍÎhird, he lets the
speaker know that he is attempting to be with him on
a feeling level; i.e., "I can tell that you really care a
lot for him" (if the identiliecl feeling is concern);
"You're feeling likc you're about at the end of your
rope" (despair); "Sounds like you've about had it
with her" (anger); "You're about at your wit's end
trying to resolve this thing" (frustration); "tr sense
that you have perfect peace o1' mind about this"
(contentment). Such feedback sends a signal to the
speaker that he is being heard at a cleep level. lt also
12

has the effect of"'giving him rope," drawing him out
and encouraging him to go on and further unburden.
The next time someone opens his or her personal
life to you, try "active listening." Resist the urge to

rush in with simplistic solutions (to what are often
very complex issues) and straighten out in a minute
what may have been a lifetime in the making: "You
should . ."; "You shouldn't . . ."; "Why don't you
just. . . .?" Refrain, the first time the speaker takes a
breath, from swapping a story with him: "I know
just what you mean. I once . . ."; "That reminds rne
of the time
." This tactic is something like
grabbing the football away from a man loose on a big
gainer and making the touchdown yourself. Do more
than just sit in stony silence and allow the speaker to
have his say. That is passive listening. Passive
Iistening is polite. lt doesn't rudely cut off the other
person's concerns with advice or with one's own
story. But it also fails to send him occasional "I'm
with you" messages.
The philosopher Seneca wrote:
Who listens to us in all the world,
whether he be friend or teacher,

brother or father or mother,
sister or neighbor, son or ruler, or servant?
Does he listen, our advocate?
Or our husbands or wives,
those who are dearest to us?
Do the stars listen, when we turn despairingly
away from man?

Or the great winds, or the seas
or the mountains?
To whom can any man say
- Here I am!
Behold me in my nakedness, my wounds,
my secret grief, my despair, my betrayal, my pain,
when my tongue cannot express my sorrow,
my terror, my abandonment.
Listen to me for a day.
,dn hour?
A moment?
Lonely silence!
O God,
is there no one to listen?
Ours is the "me" generatiou, an age of narcissism
when "looking out for number one" and "doing
your own thing" is the order of the day. This cultural
influence militates against the giving <¡f ourselves for
the good of someone else. There áre few things our
impersonal society needs more than a new breed of
"listeners" who can neutralize their own selfish
needs for a moment anel give undivicled attenfion to
the concerns of someone else. And there are few
things the church needs more than members who take
seriously their call to serve as priests who can hear the
heartsounds of each

other.

-
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A B¡blical
Reflection
On Readlng
"To know the ønswer to the 'why' of
the'why' of creation itselJ'. "

ct

book is to know, in some limited wa!,

By BONNIE BURTON THURSTON

A s a teacher, I spend a lot of time worrying about
-t-L why people don't seem to read.
Part of the reason may be the nature of much
contemporary literature, even on the best seller lists.
Here are some descriptive sentences from some of the
top books on the New York Times Iist last fall: "The

erotic side of the Japanese samurai tradition;"
"Countdown to global doom in 1982;" "..,scandal
in suburbia; " "Men's fantasies about women and
sex;" "A grim view of the situation of the United
States and the world;" "Life with a dying husband."
The titles themselves exhaust rne, and I certainly
wouldn't choose to unwind with one o1'these books
at the end of a hard day!

The tragedy lies in the fact that these uses
language debase the high value that the Bible

of

places on words. Language is the great empowerer in

the Bible; it is the force which "makes it so." To
name was to give meaning; one of the commandments addresses the value of naming: "Thou shalt
not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain." The
Bonnie Burton Thurston

servcs
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Virginia.

name

of God was so awful that the Hebrews did not

say it.

Let me take from Genesis a few other examples of
the power of naming to make the point. Adam, in
naming the animals, mimics God's act of creation,
and by naming, subdued them (l:20). Not only the
act of naming, but names themselves were full of
meaning. Genesis l6 tells us that Hagar's child is to
be called "Ishmael," or "God hears" because "The
Lord has given heed to your affliction" (16:ll).
Vy'hen Sarah was ninety and Abraham was 100, God
appeared to Abraham ancl said he would have a son.
The scriptures tell us "then Abraham fell on his face
and laughed". .as well he might! But the offspring
is named Isaac, "he laughs." Because Jacob took
Ilsau's heel when he was born, his name reflects his
origin. Finally, place names were full of significance.
Jacob, for example, called the place where he had his
dream, Bethel, "lìouse of God" (28:17-19).
While the meaning of names is interesting, there is

a more

significant truth

in the bitrlical

use of

language. By means of his word,' God created all
things, gave and sustained all Iife, and called people
to himself.
t1
IJ
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The Creating !Word

ln the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth. The earth was without form and
void, ancl clarkness was upon the face of the
deep; and the Spirit of God was moving over
the face of the waters. And Cod ssid, "Let
there be light; and there was light. ' (Gen'
1:l-3).
We are taught that the world actually came into
existence by means of speech, by means of the word
of God. I clo not want to address the problems of
science aud religion, but to point out that the writers

Genesis had so much reverence for the power of
language that by means of it, the story goes, all is

of

creãt.cl. The writer of Hebrews explains, "By faith
we understand that the world was created by the

word of God, so that what is seen was made out of
things which did not appear" (Heb' ll:3). Tlie
Psalmist, too, writes: "By the word of the Lord the
heavens were made, and all their host by the breath
of his mouth" (Ps. 33:6).
John corroborates with the Genesis account, but in
the context of the fact of Christ.

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God. He was
in the beginning with God; all things were made
through him. . .(Jn.

l:l-3).

The word of life is Christ himself, the logos, God in
action creating, revealing, redeeming. Jesus is this

word, eternal, personal, divine, the sole agent of
creation. This great mystery, the coming together of
language and creation, continues as the scriptures tell
us words give

life.

The Life-Giving Word

A word in its physical lowest common
denominator is breath, an expelling of air. In the JE
tradition in Genesis, we, too, are formed by a word;
God "breathed into his nostrils the breath of life;
ancl man became a living being" (Gen' 2:7).
Another interesting way the word gives life is

depicted in the parables of the sower. ln the parallel
accounts in Matthew 13, Luke 8, and Mark 3, the
seecl is used as a metaphor for the word of God. ln
the New Testament, "word" is compared to three
primary things: seeds, fire, and sworcl. The word has
the power to generate faith and works; it is, in philosophical terms, a prime movet. ln the biblical cr:ntext, words have consequences far beyond what we
may imagine at their utterance' Tlie tiniest mustard
seed of a worcl may grow into a huge tree ol'action.
Since we are known by our fruits, it behooves us to
plant gooel seed, to use language with care and keep
ihe two edged sworel of our tongues under control!

\4

The Sustaining Word
The seed is an interesting metaphor for it relates
the ideas of the creating and sustaining of life. The
"word as seed" is the means by which something
comes to be, and the plant which results from the
seed can be used to sustain the life that arose from it'
The Old Testament is full of expressions which
indicate that, in an almost literal sense, the word of
the Lorcl is like food. (And in most societies food is
from plants, not primarily animals.)
Jeremiah reports that he literally ate Í.he wolds of
the Lord. "Thy words were found, and I ate them,
and thy words became to me a joy and the delight of
my heart" (Jer. 15:16)' Amos suggests that hunger
for the Lord's word caused the Hebrews' wandering
ancl exile (Amos 8:11). Second lsaiah speaks of the
sustaining word in this waY:

For as the rain and the snow come down from
heaven, and return not thither but water the
earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving
seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so
shall my word be that goes forth from my
mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but
it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and
prosper in the thing for which I sent it. (ls.
55: l0- I

l)

The word of the Lord, like food from plants'
sustains Iife. But, unlike physical plants to which it is
compared, it is enduring. lsaiah reports: "The grass
withers, the flower fades; but the word of our God
will stand for ever" (a0:8). Near the end of his
ministry on earth, Jesus reminded his followers,
"Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will
not pass away" (Mk. l3:31). Peter took the Lord's

"Iust as ãll of creøtion is God's book, our
books todøy are representstíons of the

yoll!,

?.r

o{

lhe

ytilt': wortd"".

-*._ _*

words seriously and told the church in Asia Minor,
"You have been born anew, not of perishable seed,
but of imperishable, through the living and abiding
word of God,...That word is the good news which
was preached to you" (l Pet. I:23 &' 25b). This is the
final way in which the word works in the Bible: it
creates all things, gives tl-rem life, sustains that life,
and finally calls it back to the Creator'
The Calling Word
We come to Gocl by means of l'ris word: through
the literal elements of language in the llible ancl in

preaching, and through the Incarnate Word, Christ'
Recall that Josiah was converted by reading the book

of the

lar.v

(lI

sense, are we

Kings 22). So, in a slightly different

all "converted." Christ is our book,
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and he says of himself, "If I tell fhe truth, why do
you not believe me? He who is of God hears the
words of God" (Jn. 8:47).
Paul knew these words to be the "sword of the
spirit" (Eph. 6:17). In listing the armor of faith, Paul
names only one offensive weapon, "the sword of the
spirit, which is the word of Cod." Our sword is to be
the word of God spoken through his servants. The
writer of the letter to the Hebrews knows it is more
powerful than any actual, physical weapon: "the
word of God is living and active, sharper than any
two-edged sword, piercing to the division of soul and
spirit, of joints and marrow, and discerning the
thoughts and intentions of the heart" (Heb. 4:12).
The Gospel comes not only by words, but "also in
power and in the Holy Spirit" (l Thess. l:5). The

"Reøding cen be sn act oJ'thanksgivíng J'or
the Word which, by Christ, is already withín
us full of power ønd wøítíng for release."
word of God is more potent than mere sound; it
works the power of the Trinity in us. Paul wrote to

Thessalonians, "And we also thank God
constantly for this, that when you received the word
of God which you heard from us, you accepted it not
as the word of men but as what it really is, the word
of God, which is at work in you believers" (l Thess.
2:13). According to Jesus, it is the word working in
us which makes us blessed. "Blessed. .are those

into temporal terms. This "transmission" is also
fundamental to the notion of incarnation, "the
suplemc translation of inlinite into f initc, of' unseen
into seen." The words by which all things are createcl
became the Word. The imaginative transformation
of the unseen, eternal world into such concrete
physical terms that we can know it is the level at
which word (literary creation in this sense) and Word
(logos, incarnation) are similar. Both seek to make
clear to us what otherwise would be seen only "in a
mirror darkly.

"

When a writer seeks to make visible his
understanding ol this world in relation to issues of
Lrltimate meaning and value, tl.rat wl'iler is dealing in
the realm of what Tillich calls "ultimate concerns."
It is at that point that the literary or "bookish," and
theological imaginations share a family resemblance.
Both seck to make concrete the values which are

grounded

in the structure of reality as it

is

understood by the creator. Both seek to mirror thc
relationship between tlle "are" and the "ought to
be" as they affect vision and belief in the world of
t Ìr

ings.

the

As such, reading can hardly be said to be a passive
activity. In his book, Hertneneulics, Richard Palmer
points out that in reading we become mole fully
present to ourselves. "When one unclerstands a great
work ofl literary art, he brings everything he has and
is with him. To understand it and to fuse its world . . .

who hear the word of God and keep it!" (Lk. ll:28.)
We are made holy by God's word, the logos which

in the balance. .The work of art is putting a
question Io him, the question that called it into

creates, sustains, and directs.

being.

The Book

The biblical material is clear. But how do we make

the transition between the power and mystery of

language as the Bible presents it, and reading as we
may be able to do it today? Again, I think it is by
means of a biblical metaphor, that of the book.
In Exodus, all creation is cornpared to God's
book. Moses says to Gocl, "lf thou wilt, forgive their
sin and if not, blot me, I pray thee , out of thy book
which thou hast written." Cod responds, "Whoevet'
has sinned against me, him will I blot out of my
book" (Ex. 32:32-33). The Psalmist speaks ol "the
book ol'the living" (69:28) and of the book in which
all our lives are recorded (139:16). This notion of lhe
"book of lile" is a major rnelaphor in the revelations

of John.
Just as all of creation is Cod's book, oul books
or of' the
today are replesentations of the
"vorld,
thing"
artist's world. Literary art is a "made
- a
universe createcl by an author and brought into being
by rrreans ol words. John l.,ivingston Lowes has said
that religion must grasp the unseen ancl transmit it

to one's own means to place one's self-understanding

"'

To know the answer to the "why" of a book is to
know, in some limited way, the "why" ol'creatioll
itsell. To know by this means the relationship
between word and the Word is, according to the
letter to the Hebrews, to be enlightened, to taste "the
heavenly gift and become partakers of' the Floly
Spilit, [to] have tasted the goodness of'the Word ol
Gocl and the powers ol the age Io come" (6:5). Or, as
Paul says, it is to "let 1.he word of Chrisl dwell in you
lichly, as you teach and admonish one another in all
wisclom, and as you sing psahns and lrynrns ancl
spiritual songs with thankfulness in your hearts [o
Cocl" (Col.3:16).
Reading can be an act of thanksgiving f'or thc
Wold which, by Christ, is alrcady within us l'ull of
power and waiting lor release. . . - 441$ffi\
'English plovides only one tcrm,
rvords.

"Word" in the OId Testånrenf

"word," for

several dìffcrent biblical

is usually a tr¿ìnslâliolì of r1aà¿r which
any kind. ln the Nerv 'Iestanìent, two Creek

in Ilebrew is an utlerauce of
nouns are used for "word," logos or rhema. For an etyrnological study of
thc biblicâl tcrms and theiI connotatiors see J.Y. Canrpbell's excellent article
in A Theolo¡¡ical ll/ord ßook of the Bible (1952) edited by Alan Richardson.
'Richard Il. Pa\ner, Ilernteneílics ([vânston: Not thwesl.crn tJnivcrsily
Press, 1968), ott. 219-240.
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The Curse
of
Frivolous God-Talk
not
"Unfortunøtely we have transJ'ormed a very serious commøndment
- do
please
use God's name for your own vain purposes
into a frivolous folkism:
dontt cttss."
By WAYNEDOCKERY

"My perceptions of a great deal of religious
activity in the past two decades is that it is
highly instrumental
the purpose of
- not for
gratitude to him,
honoring God and offering
but for the purpose of inducing subjective
states in humans . . . . If we can find a way to
make religion or God serve our subjective ends,
whether they be to help us feel better or to
change the world, we use them."
James Gustafson, Christian Ethicist
Christiøn Century, July 30, 1980
hy is it, I have wondered, when anyone attempts
to influence me using God language, fhat I don a
carefully fabricated religion-proof vest, smile politely
and silently vow recalcitrance. I am neither atheist
nor impious, nor do I despise public avowal of faith.
Nevertheless, when asked for God's sake to change

my mind or my hymnal or my mood, to purchase
raffle ticket or book or flag, to support candiclate or
party or issue, I resist. Could it be that Custafson has
isolated the source of my cynicism: folks nowadays
are likely as not to use their religious beliefs, and
others', as a tool to achieve their vested interests?
In this age of "honesl straight forwardness" we
Wayne Dockery is associate minisler of the Glenwood Church of Christ,
'fyler,'fexas.
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are innundated with God-talk in the office, on TV,
across the backyard fence, and usually by people
wanting something. Pious posturing and righteous

indignation seem more often for effect than from
conviction. By dragging religion into our corner, we
hope to convince ourselves and others that our
particular cause is God-ordained. I think no one is
really fooled. But it adds an air of legitimacy to

issues, or moods, or purchases chosen or adopted out

of pure self-interest if one can pretend he was constrained by Cod's will.

Regretably, the need to protect ourselves lrom
counterfeit religious words has devalued legitimate
communication believer-to-believer, believer to nonbeliever. A wheel-barrow full of God-talk will no
longer buy anyone's attention.

It is exactly this deteriorated regard for things
sacred that tire third comrnandment lroped to
forestall. UnfortunaÍely we have transformed a very
serious commandment-do not use God's name for
your own vain purposes-into a frivolous folkism:
please don't cuss.
Cod, grant us to make choices for your sake and
deter us from using your ilarne for nur ends. Protect
us from those who would use faith to beguile us, but
may the proliferation of wolfish intent humn-ring
sheep's tones not harden us against your still small
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Preaching
"Our gospel concludes with the proclamøtion of resurrection, but there can
no resurrectionfor those who have not pøssed the way of the cross."

be

By TOM JONES

|. t is not unusual to hear someone tell of how they
I left one congregation to go to another one because
they preferred "positive preaching" over "negative
preaching." Behind such incidents may very well be a
valid problem. Some congregations are required to

endure one tongue lashing after another
sometimes from people whose theology seems to
come more from their abrasive personalities than
from the scriptures.

can be offered to people who will not deal with man's
fallenness and sin. Our gospel concludes with the
proclamation of resurrection, but there can be no
resurrection for those who have not passed the way
of the cross. And you cannot pass the way of the
cross without exposing the negative factors in human

life that caused it.

Sometimes what people mean by "positive
preaching" is preaching that says what itching ears
want to hear-preaching that does not challenge our

However, we would like to put in a word of
caution. The message of Jesus Christ is definitely
"good rlews." Those who take it seriously find it
brings a very positive result in their lives, but that
does not mean that nothing negative is ever said in
the scriptures. We have not stopped to do a careful
statistical analysis, but a recent trip through the book
of Matthew reminded us of how often Jesus
pronounced a negative judgment on something he
found in Palestinian life and religion. An even more
recent examination of the Book of Isaiah revealed a
similar emphasis from that ancient prophet. Isaiah
spoke often of "the wrath of the Lord and the rebuke
of your God." Jesus spoke of false prophets, bad
trees, a broad way that leads to destruction,
traditional but unscriptural religion, and the curse
that will fall on those who did not live a servant life.
All authentic preaching will present a positive and
a glorious alternative. It will hold out hope and
security and meaning. However, none of those things

l:

Tom Jones is minister for the Church of Chrisl, Kirksville, Missouri.

Re¡rrinted by permission lrcnThe Canrpus./r.;rrnal, Wintcr, 1980.

lifestyle

or call us on to

perfection. Sometimes

preaching is regarded as positive when it declares the
grace of Romans 3 or Ephesians 2 without the
commitment of Romans 12 or the transformed life ol
Ephesians 4 and 5. Such preaching will certainly
draw praise from men, but it will not bring godly
results.

Hopefully, none of us will be guilty of preaching a
that leaves people in despair, anxiety,
frustration, or depression. If this becomes the state
of those we are discipling and training, we must remessage

examine what we are doing. The Christian
community that hears the whole counsel of God

should be a resurrected community, overf'lowing with

vitality and life, However, such communities will
never be produced by preaching that is afraid to
speak of sin, righteousness, and judgment to corTre.
issues i: to qu:n.l
exctu¿e
:no:e

lne
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The Other
"Moral Ma;crity"
"Donshue represents the other 'moral majority' oJ' thís nation, that great
mass of humanists who, without reference to God, sincerely stand for the
right ûs over against the wrong,"
By BILL LOVE

Q ome time ago, the Donahue Show featured a facelJ off between Jerry Falwell and Henry Sloan
Coffin. Falwell defended his Moral Majority as the
couragous voice of Christianity in the interest of
saving America from the forces of evil. Coffin spoke
of the complexities of evil and affirmed that Falwell's
answers were too simple and too pat. The exchange
was predictable and yet interesting.
For me the most fascinating part of the debate was
the reaction of Donahue when both of these ministers
kept referring to the forces of evil in the world. They
affirmed, from their vastly different viewpoints, that
man is a sinner and that we must be realistic if we are

was suggesting that Falwell's answers were not really
adequate for the knotty problems of crime on the
streets, white collar crime, and the limitation of the
arms race. He failed to see that he was speaking of
the "sinfulness" of man.

Perhaps the biggest challenge for the well
intentioned humanists is the acceptance of the
seriousness of the human condition. lf man could be
reformed merely by the expression of good will then
Jesus could have achieved his ends without suffering
on the cross. No one has ever loved so deeply, so
concretely, so unselfishly as he loved. The cross tells

without reference to God, want to improve life and
who sincerely stand for the right as over against what
is wrong. He seems to believe that human nature
needs minor adjustment, a kind of spiritual front-end
alignment which can be easily aceomplishecl by
analysis education, good will, and social actio¡r. But
he is inconsistent. Just a few minutes later Donahue

us that something is seriously wrong with human
nature. We are truly self-centered, we are sinners.
Over the ages Cod's children have consistently used
and abused one another to serve selfish ends. To
admit this is rol pessimistic, it is realistic.
The good news of the gospel is that our Father
loves and forgives us in spite of our self-centeredness.
His love expressed for us in the cross of Christ
confronts us with our selfishness, thaws out our
frozen hearts, and enables us to receive his healing.
As a result of his love we receive his help in making
improvements both in our own personal lives and in
the life of our society. Christians are not pessimists;
we are the most liopeful people on earth because we
know our Father never stops loving us ancl helping us
no matter how often we fall off the unselfishness
wagon, The good news is not the goodness of hurnan
nature, but the goodness of our Father who sent. his

llill Love

-1"
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to be effective in the fight for good in the world.
Donahue became extremely agitated at thc
suggestion that human nature is self-interested, selfcentered, and "sinful." He objected that if man is a

sinner then social and moral improvement

is

impossible. He said that both ministers were too
pessimistic about human nature, that they were
suggesting that man is totally depraved and hopeless.
Donahue represents the other "moral

majority" of

this nation, that great mass of humanists

18
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"The boys didn't catch ø single snipe, but heard several. One boy said
thought he saw one fly over, but he was too high to catch."

he

By BEN B. BOOTHE

fJ adn't thought about snipes in years, until
-fl Grandpa Archie mentioned it to my sons. A

and grins.

We piled into the pickup, three kids in the back,
and four adults in front, and were off to snipe
country, bouncing over the hills in a Datsun full of

snipe hunt sounded genuine enough to a seven and
eleven year old, and when he offered a $10.00 prize
for the boy bringing home the largest one, their eyes

happy people.

The boys made a lot of noise on that dark hill,
fairly glistened with excitement!
catch a single snipe, but heard several. One
do
didn't
what
"Archie, how do you hunt a snipe, and
he thought he saw one fly over, but he was
of
boy
said
woods
the
was
from
Archie
they look like?" Now
East Texas, and his twang was like that of Festus on too high to catch, Archie and I listened to those
Cunsmoke; he thus could speak of snipes with innocent voices calling "l-Iere snipe!" and began to
authority in his voice. "Well , . ' a snipe is a curious feel a little guilty.
But we bought them ice cream afterwards and told
lookin' critter, kinda furry, with a bill like an eagle,
and crawls on the ground. You get a sack and hold the boys, "It doesn't matter what anyone says about
it towards the back side of a thicket, and call 'em. snipe hunting, we had fun, and we did it togetherl"
They'll git excited, and start flying and fly right into And that was the key. Together. Our family had
the sack, but you have to beat sticks together and call more communication, more laughs, more excitement,
and more understanding than in a long time. It was a
'em to git'em movin'around."
That seemed to satisfy the boys. They never asked dramatic break from the typical Saturday routine of
how a furry thing that crawls could fly, or how you rushing to basketball, then the meetings, then to a
identify the baclc side of a thicket. So we planned for half-dozen other appointments, and then to collapse
the hunt that night. I called the Austin sheriff's before the television. We actually seemed to be a
office, and asked if it was legal to hunt snipe that family.
Sometimes it takes something as absurd as a snipe
time of year. The poor little girl operator who
girl,
to focus all the love, joy, and unity a family is
hunt
city
a
answereci the phone must have been
to have. Something about our society tends
give
supposed
the
us
to
and
tried
know,
because she didn't
Parks and V/ildlife Department. One of the neighbor to mesmerize us into routines that kill our spirit. The

boys heard the planning, and trrought his sack and
sticks too

!

Ancl we talked. Did vr rj ever talk! "Mother,
,Archie and I will clean 'em if you will fry up a mess
of snipe." There was a lot of conversation that day. '

pressure can take the heart from our families . . " and
leave a void where precious memories should be.

About the snipes. The boys figured it out, but still
- ¡tr4|Sffi\
want to go again. We clo, too! ---"--

.

a

lot of questions . . . and

a

lot of answers with winks

llcn IJ. lìootlre is a vice'president for Security National lìank, Auslin, "l'exas,
and serves on lbe Mission Jour¡¡¿l Board ol lrustees.

NO'III: You nlay want to join Snipc f{unters Anonymous. For complelc
instructions on snipe callìng, snipe characteristics, rrtethods ol cooking
sni¡rc, as well as pointers in gcneral snipery, write llBB c/o Mission 'Journal
We rvill make all infoulation available . Send $l CÛ, and wc'll spend it.
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By WAYNE WIESE

/Tt he ads say that this film is "as timely today as Polanski shows fully the misery and hopelessness of
I when it ias written." In regular English ihat the lives of Tess and her fellow-workers - endless
means that the promoters have doubts that Tess is hours of toil, ignorance and superstition, attempts at
timely at all for late twentieth-century, youth-oriented escape through wild fanstasies or alcoholism. And
audiences. Since few historical movies make a profit wôven throughout is the theme of a state church that
any more, their fear that Roman Polanski's latest gives no solace to any but the rich. Tess's tragic
will turn out to be a stone turkey is well-taken. What
the teeny boppers will do with Zess is anyone's guess,
but, to paraphrase what.Tom Sawyer said about
whitewashing, "All I know is, it suits Wayne Wiese
just fine. "
The handiest candidate for relevance is the film's
statement about women. Tess is the beautiful oldest
daughter of a poor, working class man who discovers
that he is the descendant of the once-aristocratic
D'Urbevilles. Tess is immediately (and against her
wishes) sent off to curry favor with a still-well-to-do
branch of the family. To make a very long story
short, Tess is seduced by her rakish young cousin,
runs away and has a child who soon dies, meets and
marries a parson's son who deserts her when she
eonfesses her 'nsordid" past, is forced to marry her
former seducer in order to save her family from
abject poverty, kills her second husband when her
first spouse returns to her, is caught and hanged by
the authorities. Still with me? The point, of course, is
thaf Tess, through no fault of her own (other than
her beauty) becomes a helpless pawn in the hands of
men. TVhile I coulcln't help but wonder whether
Cloria Steinem (or, even better, Mae West) wouldn't
have handled all this much less tragically, the
rnessage is well, if a bit grandiosely, done. (By the
sounds of the snuff'ling around me in the theater,
Iess is also the ultimate Wornan's Cothic Movie.)
More to the point of Thomas Hardy's original, I
suspect, are the comments made on class struggle.
20

odyssey is first set in motion by the village parson's

revelation to her father of his genealogy. At regular
intervals Tess and her family seek help from the
church, only to find the doors (sometimes literally)
closed in their faces. The most tragic scene of all
occurs when the family has been evicted from their
home and decides to pitch a tent made of bedsheets
by the side of "their " church. At every turn the
point is subtly but consistently made that any failures
in Tess's life, including moral ones, are the result of
her victimization by the pillars of society.
So what we have here is a tale of how the rich and
the religious conspire against the have-nots. Surely,
that couldn't be a timely message for the United
States in 1981 (he said smugly),
Nastassia Kinski is just right in the title role.

I

was

pleasantly surprised to find that she is nothing like
Brooke Shields. With her icy-pure beauty. she stands
out like a healthy thumb in her poor surroundings.

As the parson's son, Peter Firth is fine, but his
characfer has to be the most insipid wimp of a
leading man since Ashley Wilkes. Much more
interesting ancl subtly shaded is Leigh Lawsons as
Tess'seducer.

Minor points: Polanski's attention to detail
includes props like a beautiful old reaper and
authentic dairy equipment thät should be given
awarcls as best supporting cast. Ancl the operative
word for the score is "haunting."
JÍlî$nN
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By Bobbie Lee Holley

Frederick Buechner qnd the Literature of Grace

By NANCY MYERS

f,r

.f

ive years ago, quite by accident, I discovered the
work of Frederick Buechner. I was struck at once by

his unusual themes: instead of nihilism,

despair,

gratuitous sex, and cynicism, which pervade most

contemporary fiction, these novels were openly
about grace, sin, immortality and the Holy Spirit!
Yet these were not didactic, "preachy" books, heavy
with moralizing and simplistic characterizations.
These were vivid, honest, readable, even earthy
works. I was intrigued.
Reading further, I discovered to my delight that
this same author had published devotional works
which manage the difficult feat of being both
intellectually stimulating and profoundly inspiring. I
found that Buechner was in fact an ordained
Presbyterian minister, a graduate not only of
Princeton University but also of Union Theological
Seminary, possibly the only first rank novelistminister in America today. When I read the nonfiction religious works, I was "hooked." Rarely had
Nancy Myers teaches English and Humanities at Southeastern Oklahoma
State University and lives in Gainesville, Texas.

I encountered such prose, with its combination of
poetic style and profound introspection. In a move
unusual in the world of academia, I persuaded my
graduate committee to allow me to write a doctoral
dissertation for the Ph.D. in literature on the works
of a still-living, unproven author.
Composing this research proved to be a joy. I had
the opportunity to interview Buechner at a beachside
mansion in Palm Beach, Florida, and I found him to
be quite as fascinating as his written work. In the
presence of my tape recorder, his replies to my
questions were thoughtful, candid, sincere. From the
first I felt him to be a brother in the Spirit. It is rare
for a student of literature to have the opportunity to
ask an author, "Why did you do what you did?" No
doubt it is rarer still for the student to feel a personal
brotherhood with the object of his research. He
asked me to mail him a copy of my dissertation for
his fiftieth birthday, and I did.
Buechner, who lives in rural Vermont with his
family, is now fifty-four. He has published eleven
novels and seven non-fiction works. One of these,
2l
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The Alphabet o.f Grqce, was originally delivered as
the Noble Lectures at Harvard; another, Telling the
Truth: The Cospel as Ti'agedy, Comedy and Fairy
Tsle was the Lyman Beecher lecture at Yale in 1977 .
His most recent novel , Godric, published in 1980 by

Atheneum, is a fictional biography of

an

extraordinary, real life twelfth century hermit-saint.
For this novel Buechner invented a poetic prose
which approximates what might have been the speech
rhythms of the twelfth century. The result is that the

reader feels he is actually reading a work

contemporary with the time of which it speaks.
Buechner's novels range widely in style and subject
matter, The early ones, such as A Long Day's Dying
(1950), a best seller, are composed in a richly elegant
style reminiscent of Henry James. The autobiographical novel, The Final Beqst (1965), parallels

Buechner's own spiritual awakening in

an

unorthodox comic spirit rich with pathos. The
irreverent earthy quartet-Liott Country, Open
Ileart, Love þ-east, Treasure Hunt (1971-77)
- is
about an unforgettable charlatan, a "faith healer"
named Leo Bebb and his cynical, introspective sonin-law, Antonio Parr. In the course of this series,
Parr comes to see Bebb as a most unlikely, yet
genuine and endearing channel for the workings of
Cod's grace. Although Bebb is portrayed in these
novels as gaudy, crude and even crooked, Buechner
also reveals, effectively through the continual firstperson point of view of Parr, Bebb's childlike faith in
Jesus and in himself , his fearlessness, his
vulnerability, his huge capacity for compassion and
forgiveness. Bebb seems naive, but on closer
examination, Parr discovers he instead possesses a
remarkable faith. Once when Bebb sweepingly states,
"I believe everything," Parr counters, "You make it
sound almost easy"; to which Bebb quietly replies,
"Don't kid yourself . It's hard as hell. "
Buechner is Bunyonesque in his belief that God's
grace appears in the most unlikely places. He told me
that in this he follows Graham Greene, who with
C.S. Lewis, Gerard M. Hopkins, and Tolkien, is his
favorite author. Greene, he explained, deals with the
subterranean presence of grace (as in The Power and
the Glory), the idea that grace works its way through
the muck of things
coming up out of the
- the sacred
profane. In The Hungering
Dørk Buechner wrote,
There is no place or time so lowly and earthbound but that holiness can be there too. And
this means that we are never safe, that there is
no place where we can hide from God, no place
where we are safe from his power. . .just where
we least expect him is where he comes most

fully.
The quartet, with its breezy bawdiness, its vivid

portrayal of offbeat types, its highly readable style,
still manages to retain the philosophical introspection
that had characterized lluechner's earlier, more
difficult work. Lion Country won him a nomination
for the National Book Award in 1970.
In my chronological examination of the Buechner
canon, I found that the fiction has been consistent in
theme over the past thirty years. Even before he
studied theology, a decision he came to out of a
personal hunger (he was not reared in a religious
home), he was writing in the early novels about
spiritual estrangement and human isolation, about
the ineffectiveness of institutional constructs to meet
human needs, and
- about the ambiguities
- always
later novels he becomes more
of existence. ln the
bold in his themes of grace and the redemptive work
of Christ. He also takes great care to deal honestly
with the necessity for reconciling the fact of evil with
the concept of a loving Father, because of his
concern for the "unbelieving believers," the
"unchurched," for whom he told me he writes.
Buechner does consider writing to be a kind of
ministry, perhaps his chief ministry. He said,

I do not feel I am doing much different in my
preaching and in my writing. Both are designed
to illuminate what life is all about, to get people
to stop and listen a little to the mystery of their
own lives. The process of telling a story is
something like religion if only in the sense of
having

a plot leading to a

conclusion that

makes some kind of sense.

He made a similar observation in The MagniJ'icent
Defear. Explaining wlry stories have great power for
us, he writes,
The story teller's claim, I believe, is that life has

meaning

that the things that happen to

- not just by accident . . . but that
people happen
there is order and purpose cleep down . . . and
that they are leading us not just anywhere but
somewhere. The power of stories is that they

are telling us that life adds up somehow, thaf
life itself is like a story.

In

using stories

to insist that life has

meaning,

Buechner is attempting to do what Paul Tillich rlid
with his apologetic theology: to speak to the modern

intellectual

in his own cultural milieu. Euechner

studied under Tillich at Union Theological Seminary

and found him fascinating. Like Tillich, Buechner
has felt the tension between the tenets of religious
faith and the demands of the intellect, and one of the
insistencies of his work is that faith is not only
possible but is in fact more intellectually feasible than
doubt. Yet the tension in Buechner is always there. In
discussing with me the reasons why his work has not
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been more commercially popular, he admitted thal
the novels are not religious enough l'or religious
people but are too religious for the non-religious.
"Yet," he said, "one does it anyway." Buechner
refuses all simple answers. In speaking of his critics
he said, "'lhey want me to come out and say, 'Look,
it's all true.' And of course I do believe it's true, with
99Vo of my being, but I want to be true to the

experience of truth, which always includes the
possibility that maybe you're just kidding yourself."
Buechner told me that of course God is too big to be
expressed in our words. He said, "l'm sure He smiles
at our attempts to slice things up neatly. "
Buechner writes about his own conversion in both
The Final Beast and in his spiritual autobiography,
The Alphabet of Grace. By acciclent he wandered

into a church in New York City where he heard a
sermon about Christ's temptation in the wilderness.
When the devil offered Christ the crown of all the
kingdoms ol the earth, Christ refused it. Yet, the
preacher went on to point out, Christ does receive a
crown in the hearts of believers, "crowned amidst
confession and tears. .crowned amidst great
laughter, " Buechner wrote,
At the phrase great laughter, for reasons I have
never satisfactorily understood, the great wall
of China crurnbled and Atlantis rose up out of
the sea, and on Madison Avenue, at Seventy'Ihird Street, tears leapt from my eyes as
though I had been struck across the face.

Psychologists sometimes call it anxiety, theologians sometimes call it estrangement, but

whatever you call

at the heart

ofjoy:

Beloved, don't believe I preach the best without

knowing the worst. .a flop of a son, a
cornedian of a priest. . .but the last, best thing
is the laughing deep in the heart of saints . . . .
You are terribly ioved and forgiven. Yes. You
ale healed. All is well.

doubt that there are

In this anxious world Buechner is using fiction, he
is using the university lecture platforms, he is using
whimsical "religious encyclopedias" such as l4rishful

Thinking and Peculiar Treasures to call men to
follow Christ. His work may be unorthodox, his art
may at times be flawed, but would to Cod that each
of us would use his gifts the way Frederick Buechner
is using his! Men and women in seminaries are
becoming acquainted with the works of Buechner.
And this is what they are reading:
He says to follow him, to walk as he did into
the world's darkness, to throw yourself away as

he threw himself away for love of the dark
world. And he says that if you follow him, you
will end up on some kind of cross but that . . .
you will also find your heart's desire, the peace
that passes all understanding. . . As far as I
know there is only one way to find out whether
that is true, and that is to try it. Follow him and
see. And if the going gets too tough, you can
always back out. Maybe you can always back
out.

-The

From that time on Buechner has linked the element

of joy with the element of grace, and this, I suppose,
is as close as one can come to defining his basic
theology. ln The Final Beosf his protagonist, a
minister, preaches a sermon in which he first admits
his own failures and then emphasizes the faith that is

it, I

many who do not recognize the experience itself
. . . , In such a world, I suspect that maybe God
speaks to us most clearly through his silence,
his absence, so that we know him best through
missing him.

llungering Dark

snn

Novels

Godric 1980
The Book of Bebb 1979
Tressure Hunt 1977

Love Feast 1974
Open Heart 1972
Lion Countt'y l91l
The Entrance to Porlock 1970
The Final Beast 1965
The Return of AnselGlåbs l95B
The Season's DiJference 1952

A Long Day's Dying 1950

In spite of Buechner's constant acknowledgement
of the ambiguities of existence and thc difll'iculty ol Non-Fiction
faith, what comes across finally in his work is that
Peculiar

man cannot help seeking God. In The MagniJ'icent
Defeat, which to me is his most stunning achievement, he writcs,
Each of us , . , carries around inside hintself, I believe, a certain emptiness
- a sense that something is missing, a restlessness, the deep fceling

that somehow all is not right inside his skin.

Treasures: A Biblical Who's Who 1919
Telling the Truth: The Gospel øs Tragedy, Comedy
and Fairy Tqle 1977

The Faces of Jesus 1974

Wishful Thinking: A TheologicalABC 1973
Alphabet of Groce 1970

The

The Hungering Dark 1969
The Magnificent Defeat 1966
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A RESPONSE TO ECCLESIASTES
"Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, Vanity of vanities.

All

is

vanity.

The sun rises and the sun goes down. . .
And there is nothing new under the sun."
Oh, the unutterable weariness of it all!
"A generation comes and a generation goes. . .
And there is nothing new under the sun."
Wherein doth meaning lie?
Not in the enjoyment of life,
Not in the economic prosperity,
Not in sensuous delights,
Not in progress,
Nor even in wisdom,

For all are a "striving after wind,"

when faced with the common end.
The selfish one asks:
"What meaning is there if a common fate comes to all?
lf it raineth on the just and the unjust, why then should one
be righteous?"

There is nothing new under the sun,
And yet,
A pattern emerges.
"What has been is what will be,
and what has been done is what will be done;
And there is nothing new under the sun,"
The more things change, the more they remain the same.
And yet,
"For everything there is a season,
and a time for every purpose under heaven."
So,

follow the pattern (like the Yellow Brick Road),
for "it is Cod's gift to man that everyone
should eat and drink and take pleasure in all his toil."
"Fear God and keep his commandments; for this is
the whole duty of man."
Man should enjoy the gifts that Cod hath given,
for they will depart quickly,
and "the days of darkness will be many."
Man should enjoy life, and "grab for the gusto"
for they are given of Cod,
But,
Man should keep the faith,
for he knoweth not "the work of Cod who makes everyth¡n9."
Beyond this, man should be wary of striving for answers,
for,
"much study is a weariness of the flesh,"
driving allto doubt and despair.

"Vanity of Vanities, says the Preacher; all is vanity."

-

Edward Jens Holley
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